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Executive Summary

Although policy research typically focuses on “lessons learned,” 
this report examines “lessons forgotten.” It argues that the conduct 
of US foreign policy in the decades since the collapse of the Soviet 
empire has been marked by a carelessness, even fecklessness, made 
possible by today’s historically unprecedented and overwhelming 
preponderance of American power and wealth. As the extraordi-
nary and unnatural surfeit of US power diminishes, Americans will 
have to reacquaint themselves with once familiar precepts for pro-
tecting and promoting US interest in a dangerous world. To illus-
trate what such a “relearning” might entail, the report attempts to 
apply the vision of Sen. Henry M. “Scoop” Jackson (D-WA), one 
of the great US foreign policy voices during the Cold War era, to 
some of the growing international threats facing the US and the 
Pax Americana today. 
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Lessons for an Unserious Superpower

The “Scoop” Jackson Legacy and US Foreign Policy

NICHOLAS EBERSTADT

Sen. Henry M. Jackson (D-WA), who was born in 1912 and passed 
away in 1983, is a largely forgotten political figure.1 That he is not 
better known is in a sense unsurprising, considering the confusion 
and disrepair so evident in US foreign policy these days. 

Jackson—known always as “Scoop”—was one of America’s 
great voices on foreign policy and national security. From his 
perch in the US Senate, where he served for three decades, Jack-
son could always be trusted to bring vision, clarity, and principle 
to debates over America’s foreign policy in the early postwar era. 

Those qualities—vision, clarity, and principle—often seem con-
spicuously wanting in American foreign policy nowadays—and not 
just under the current administration, but for some considerable 
time. Americans might benefit from recollecting what these qual-
ities looked like when put in practice in the not-so-distant past—
and likewise from considering what they might look like if applied 
today. With a presidential election later this year, now would seem 
an especially good time to take measure of where America is in the 
world—and where it should be. Scoop Jackson’s legacy has much 
to offer as we reflect on these questions.

The Cold War: A Now-Forgotten Era

Forty years ago, when Sen. Jackson passed away, the global arena 
was vastly different from today. Americans raised in the post-Soviet 
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era may have difficulty recognizing, much less fully comprehend-
ing, the enormity of those differences. 

In the early 1980s—and in the decades preceding—the world 
was a dangerous place, and serious Americans recognized as 
much. A Cold War was raging. The globe was largely divided into 
mutually hostile ideological blocs, led respectively by the United 
States and the Soviet Union, with little direct contact, trade, or 
communication.  

America was engaged in a wholesale global contest against 
Soviet Communism, informed by foundational thinking from 
documents such as “The Long Telegram”2 and NSC 68.3 For 
the US, that contest entailed a worldwide network of military 
alliances and American bases, endless efforts to combat Soviet 
propaganda and make the case for freedom with our available 
communications media (instruments that may look antique or 
even primitive to a modern eye), and recurrent, often costly, 
proxy wars in far-off lands.

The USSR was a formidable adversary, commanding what was 
then widely believed to be the world’s second-largest economy, as 
well as the largest arsenal of nuclear weapons. Hard though this 
may be to recall today, 40 years ago, China was a decidedly second-
ary global player, with scant economic, military, and technological 
capabilities—just starting to open up under Deng Xiaoping.4 

The prospect of direct superpower conflict was never far off. On 
September 1, 1983, for example—the day Scoop passed away—a 
Soviet jet fighter shot down a South Korean passenger plane that 
had inadvertently crossed into Soviet airspace, killing its 269 civil-
ians, including a US congressman, and precipitating one of many 
Cold War–era crises that could potentially have spun out of con-
trol. Back then, nuclear war was not “thinking the unthinkable.”5 
Rather, it was the everyday background noise in international 
strategy and public diplomacy, and it was operationalized through 
such US doctrines as “extended deterrence” to defend otherwise 
indefensible outposts of freedom, such as West Berlin.

Today, that epic geopolitical saga is in the rearview mirror for 
most Americans—forgotten altogether or treated as quaint and 
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ancient history. When discussed, it sometimes elicits ironic eye 
rolls. Witness the current “what time is it?” meme,6 mocking pol-
iticians who sound “Reagan era”: a vogue today even for some 
recent presidential aspirants.

But as this great forgetting may suggest, Americans are less 
interested in, and seemingly less capable of, strategic thinking 
today, a generation after the collapse of the Soviet empire and the 
end of the Cold War, than they were back in Sen. Jackson’s day. 

This slackening of disposition and thought is not an inexplica-
ble mystery. There are obvious reasons for it. Quite simply, neither 
the American public nor its elected representatives have needed 
the geopolitical acumen of their predecessors for quite some time. 

Our newfound diffidence about national security and interna-
tional strategy relates directly to the victory of the US alliance in 
the Cold War. That event was of such monumental significance as 
to result in a historically unprecedented preponderance of global 
power—economic, financial, scientific, and military—for the 
United States. 

With greater global reach than any nation or empire ever 
before—greater than the British, Romans, and even the  
Mongols—Americans after the Cold War could afford to engage 
in international sleepwalking and embark on a prolonged adven-
ture in substandard political leadership, with little immediate 
risk to themselves. And so, for better or worse, we did just that—
under Democratic and Republican administrations alike—for 
decades.

But our latest American holiday from history may be running 
its course. The extraordinary, utterly unprecedented surfeit of  
US power is diminishing. As the US edge reverts to more histori-
cally familiar proportions, Americans may no longer have the lux-
ury of expensive indulgences and self-delusions in domestic and 
foreign policy. 

Increasingly, we will feel the consequences of our national 
actions—sometimes painfully. And so, Americans will have to 
relearn much of what they have unlearned about geopolitics and 
national security since the Berlin Wall came down. 
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Americans under age 45 face the steepest learning curve of all. 
These men and women—some well into middle age by now—have 
known only a world with overwhelming American power, wherein 
international conflict seemed an aberration rather than the norm, 
and in which (at least for Americans) state resources are com-
monly regarded as, basically, a free good. 

Americans under age 45—the generations too young to remem-
ber the Cold War era themselves—now account for nearly  
200 million people—that is, for the overwhelming majority of our 
citizens and a substantial minority of eligible voters.7 And with 
every passing year, Americans with no recollection of the Cold 
War era are coming to comprise a greater share of our population 
and electorate.

Jacksonianism of the Scoop Jackson Variety

As we try to regain our strategic bearings at a time when national 
security strategy promises once again to have more immediate 
impact on American life, we could do much worse than to reac-
quaint ourselves with the basic precepts of “Jacksonianism”—of 
the Scoop Jackson variety.8 Given that Scoop and his ilk constituted 
a now-vanished political tendency—Congress has not had any 
“Scoop Jackson Democrats” for years—it is necessary to explain 
what he stood for in foreign policy. 

Scoop Jackson’s politics did not wholly fit into intellectual cat-
egories familiar today. A member of the transition team after Ron-
ald Reagan’s landslide 1980 electoral victory, staunch Democrat 
Jackson reportedly was offered the position of defense secretary 
but declined. While he found much to like in Reagan’s foreign pol-
icies, he deeply disagreed with “Reaganomics” domestically. 

Jackson’s outlook aligned in some ways with the neoconserva-
tive intellectual and political movement of the 1970s and 1980s. 
One admirer even describes him as “the avatar of neoconserva-
tism.”9 That compliment will mainly confuse nowadays. “Neocon” 
has become a term of opprobrium, associated with the unpopular  
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US intervention in Iraq two decades after Scoop’s death rather 
than with neoconservatism’s Cold War antecedents, whose pre-
cepts garnered wide public support. Even during the Cold War, 
neoconservatism was no monolith. In the late Soviet era, the move-
ment bubbled with debate between those who endorsed Jackson’s 
foreign policy more or less in toto and those who objected to 
important parts of it.10

So what was the foreign policy of a “Scoop Jackson Democrat”? 
As a postwar cold warrior and liberal Democrat (a term with a very 
different connotation back then), Scoop held a worldview com-
prising three basic tenets. 

• First, he knew the world was a dangerous place—full of adver-
saries and enemies, not just “competitors.” US policy had to 
work ceaselessly to limit their power and ability to impinge 
on our own prosperity, security, and freedom. 

• Second, as an internationalist, Jackson was convinced that 
American prosperity, security, and freedom were best pro-
tected through alliances with like-minded states. Under the 
dictates of exigency, alliances with overseas friends who were 
less than perfect were also needed at times. 

• There was a third signature element of Scoop’s worldview, 
and this concerned human rights. Jackson’s deep love for 
and commitment to the US polity—with its constitutional 
order, limited governance, rule of law, enshrinement of 
individual rights, and embrace of the “open society” (not 
his formulation, but one he could have readily endorsed)—
led him to regard the promotion of human rights abroad as 
inseparable from defending freedom at home. He under-
stood that the postwar era’s international threats to the 
United States derived from not just the age-old pull of 
power politics but a modern conflict of values and ideol-
ogies. The American creed, and the postwar international 
order shaped and informed by that creed, was not only 
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anathema to totalitarians and autocrats overseas; it was 
deeply threatening to their own projects. 

To Jackson, the Cold War struggle could not be properly  
understood—much less won—without championing our own 
basic political ideals abroad. Thus, from the early years of his 
Senate tenure in the 1950s, he was already castigating the Soviet 
Union for its egregious treatment of its subjects and its systematic 
violation of both religious freedom and freedom of international 
movement for ideas and people. In the 1970s, during the détente 
era, his Jackson-Vanik legislation11 conditioned improved US eco-
nomic relations with the Soviet Union on freedom of emigration 
from, and other basic human rights in, that country. To Jackson, 
defense of human rights was not just a moral imperative for US 
leadership. It was a strategic advantage, thanks to our “American 
exceptionalism.”

In his day, Jackson had to contend with two powerful sources of 
opposition to the vision of human rights as a “force multiplier” for 
US national security policy—perspectives that remain alive and 
well in US foreign policy circles today. 

The first came from soi-disant “realists,” who held that ephem-
eral moralistic aspirations such as human rights had no place in 
the statesman’s or soldier’s often grim agenda for defending and 
promoting the national interest. To these realists, preoccupation 
with human rights would be a distraction at best and an invitation 
to dangerous blundering at worst. 

Intellectually, the most important exponent of such realist 
thinking in Jackson’s day was former Harvard professor Henry 
Kissinger, a key architect of the 1970s détente under Presidents 
Richard Nixon and Gerald Ford. Brilliant on paper, charming and 
persuasive in person, Kissinger preferred to “manage” the “com-
petition” with the Kremlin, seeking a more favorable “equilib-
rium” for the United States than it might otherwise obtain. 

To Jackson’s way of thinking, however, a strategy that sought 
US-Soviet “stability” without placing human rights squarely 
in the calculus made the United States all but complicit in the 
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Soviet state’s suppression of its own subjects and those in “cap-
tive nations.” His point was inadvertently but vividly affirmed 
by Kissinger and President Ford themselves in the Aleksandr 
Solzhenitsyn affair of 1975. For fear of displeasing the Kremlin, 
the famous émigré was denied an audience at the White House, 
despite pleas from Jackson and many others.12 

Evidently, self-styled realists could botch great-power politics 
and sacrifice moral principle at one and the same time. Fortu-
nately, it turned out that President Reagan had no compunction 
about terming the Soviet Union an “evil empire” or charting a 
course for victory over Soviet Communism rather than mere man-
agement of the competition. Thus, with the end of the Cold War, 
the Jacksonian vision won out.13

Jackson also faced a second, different sort of intellectual chal-
lenge from a collection of voices in the 1970s who ostensibly 
favored human rights but were less certain about the propriety of 
maintaining relations with problematic US allies. Some of these 
voices even seemed to harbor ambivalence about the propriety 
of US power itself. This “New Left” point of view was associated 
with the radical and increasingly influential McGovernite wing of 
the Democratic Party, and it eventually came to be associated with 
President Jimmy Carter, even though he was no man of the left. 

Carter, though, proved schoolmasterish and inconstant— 
unfortunate traits in a world leader. He scolded America to rid 
itself of its “inordinate fear of Communism”14 and hectored US 
allies (and only US allies) who failed to meet his human rights ide-
als. Perhaps by no coincidence, Carter’s proclivity for foreign pol-
icy setbacks seemed to pave the way for Soviet advances around 
the world—and to whet the Kremlin’s appetite for more.

Jackson and his allies had neither patience for nor sympathy 
with misguided—and ultimately self-defeating—international 
posturing under the banner of human rights. They recognized that 
the greatest threat to human rights around the globe was Com-
munist power and, further, that some clearly imperfect regimes 
with which Washington was allied were reformable, while Marxist- 
Leninist rights violators most decidedly were not.15 
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For Jackson, pursuing human rights required discernment—a 
principled weighing of competing concerns in a complex and dan-
gerous world. Thus, he could favor rapprochement with Commu-
nist China, despite Beijing’s own grave rights violations at home, 
so as to harry Soviet power and check its advance, without enter-
taining or promoting illusions about the Chinese regime. Moral-
ity played a central role in Scoop’s view of US foreign policy.  
Carter-style moralism, by contrast, he eschewed—and with good 
reason, since it led to not only confusion in US foreign policy but 
also setbacks overseas for the causes of freedom and human rights.

Although the Cold War is long over, the debate about human 
rights’ role in US foreign policy most assuredly is not. Echoes of 
Kissinger’s realism and Carter’s New Left moralism still rever-
berate in foreign policy circles today. Both perspectives still have 
influential proponents. There is still a strong case for Scoop Jack-
son’s counsel on this matter, too, notwithstanding all the momen-
tous geopolitical changes of the past four decades. 

A Scoop Jacksonian View of the Threats  
Facing the United States Today

How would Scoop Jackson view the global threats and opportuni-
ties facing the United States today? Of course, we cannot answer 
that question with complete certainty, but the foundations and 
principles of his worldview offer strong hints. They allow us to  
theorize about what a fusion of national security and human rights 
concerns in the Scoop Jackson tradition might look like for con-
temporary America. They would be put in practice in a markedly 
different world from the one Jackson knew, though, so we should 
begin by describing how the geopolitical terrain has changed since 
his time.

The world today is dramatically richer and more economically 
integrated than in 1983. Despite much faster population growth in 
poor regions, global per capita output has roughly doubled over 
the past 40 years, and per capita trade has more than tripled, both 
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in real terms.16 Thanks to growth and globalization, global poverty 
is at an all-time low. By one World Bank reckoning, the fraction 
of humanity living in “absolute poverty” plummeted from 45 per-
cent in 1983 to under 10 percent in 2019 (and is likely still lower 
today).17  

The collapse of the Soviet empire and the rise of the Chinese 
economy both contributed to these trends. Also reinforcing 
them was a revolution in communications, connecting peoples 
around the world as never before. In 2019, on the eve of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, nearly two billion airline passengers flew  
internationally—10 times as many as in 1983.18 By 2023, over five 
billion people (nearly two-thirds of the world’s population) were 
estimated to have access to the internet,19 while nearly seven bil-
lion people (85 percent of the world) had access to cell phones.20 
Those two technologies were only nascent in Scoop’s time.

For its part, the United States is now far wealthier than it was in 
Jackson’s day. Real US private net worth overall is nearly five times 
as high as in 1983—more than tripling on a per capita basis.21 The 
US dollar is the world’s reserve currency. Wealth is power. And 
military might is power too; US defense capabilities are still unri-
valed. Current campus follies and embarrassments notwithstand-
ing, US universities remain the envy of the world22 and, possibly, 
may be even more dominant than they were in Scoop’s day. And 
in a form of soft power we seldom consider, English is likewise 
even more dominant in international trade, finance, research, sci-
ence, and culture than it was 40 years ago—a reign abetted by the 
aforementioned communications revolution, in which America’s 
language is the de facto lingua franca.23

To be sure, there is much learned talk today, both in the US and 
abroad, about the supposed decline of American power and rise of 
multipolarity. But there always is. To paraphrase Mark Twain, the 
death of American global power has been greatly exaggerated—
and continues to be. 

This is not new. Back in the Reagan era, a bestselling historian 
famously warned of US “imperial overstretch”—the syndrome 
that had, in this telling, humbled would-be great power after 
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would-be great power for centuries.24 But ironically, that treatise 
came into print less than 24 months before the fall of the Berlin 
Wall—and the ascendance of the US to a position of global domi-
nance never before attained by any state or power. 

Measured against the standard of a once-in-history apogee of 
national power (i.e., the American condition in the immediate 
aftermath of the USSR’s downfall), it should not be difficult today 
to find evidence of American decline. What may surprise, instead, 
is the extent to which America’s unnatural state of dominance has 
continued in the decades since Soviet collapse.

Consider: Despite China’s stunning economic transformation 
in the decades since Scoop Jackson’s death, the US at this writing 
accounts for almost half of total global market capitalization for 
publicly traded corporations.25 In fact, US companies today make 
up just about the same share of total global market cap as they did 
in the early 1980s—and more than they did in the late 1980s, when 
talk of US imperial overstretch was in vogue.26 

Why does this matter? Because the valuation for equities is sup-
posed to reflect—at least in theory—general expectations for their 
future profits; that is how these markets work. While some may be 
betting against the prospects for American capitalism in the years 
ahead, the world’s investors do not appear to be part of that club. 

America’s sway is further magnified by the postwar interna-
tional architecture of commercial, financial, and security arrange-
ments the US helped build and is still central to maintaining—the 
institutional embodiments of our current Pax Americana. As vet-
eran financial journalist Martin Wolf recently reminded, the US 
and its allies (what he calls the “US bloc”) still account for the 
majority of world trade, over five-sixths of international port-
folio investment and foreign direct investment, and virtually all 
the world’s convertible currency.27 Though much more difficult 
to measure, an assessment of military capabilities today could no 
doubt point to a corresponding preponderance of defense forces 
on the side of the US bloc. 

Reviewing this strategic inventory may strike some as “Amer-
ican triumphalism.” It is not. The US has growing international  
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vulnerabilities, some of which are widely known28 and others 
that are less commonly discussed.29 But overlooking or minimiz-
ing existing US competitive advantages would also be a strate-
gic error—one that could also lead to costly and far-reaching 
miscalculations.

Yet the US position in the world today reflects an extraordinary 
juxtaposition of paradoxes. For while the United States is richer than 
ever before, enjoying unparalleled unilateral power in the world 
arena, Washington also displays a continuing fecklessness in foreign 
policy formulation and execution that earlier generations would not 
have dared—and would never have been able to afford. American 
post–Cold War foreign policy displays a deep and enduring streak 
of unseriousness, a puzzling but unmistakable proclivity for consis-
tently subpar political leadership both at home and abroad under 
administrations from both political parties. 

Any number of examples could be adduced from the interna-
tional arena, including Bill Clinton’s insouciance in the face of the 
al Qaeda terror network’s mounting menace, George W. Bush’s 
deep gaze into Vladimir Putin’s “soul,” Barack Obama’s assurance 
that the United States could lead from behind, Donald Trump’s 
often deliberately rude and antagonistic treatment of US allies, 
and Joe Biden’s willful, completely unnecessary fiasco in Afghani-
stan. Suffice to say, the behavior and decision-making of an entire 
generation of American presidents has been of a quality we might 
describe as uncharacteristic of a superpower. Could any state 
become a superpower with the sort of leadership Washington has 
exhibited over the past three decades? 

Let us be clear: The United States has had a very good run since 
the Berlin Wall fell and the Soviet empire collapsed. No country 
has ever been as prosperous; no economy before has ever been 
so productive. US power—both hard and soft—is prodigious. All 
this has been possible despite the aforementioned fecklessness in  
US policy. 

But unseriousness in international affairs is ultimately unsus-
tainable, even for a nation as wealthy and powerful as the United 
States today. The world is a moving target—and ominous global 
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developments, some of them long underway, promise to force 
Americans to devote serious, undivided attention to national 
security and the international balance of power once again. 

A number of menacing new developments in the international 
security landscape would not only catch a Scoop Jacksonian’s eye 
but also sound alarm bells.

• Europe is once again in flames, with a seriously weakened but 
nonetheless ambitious and assertive Kremlin slogging into 
the third year of its invasion of neighboring Ukraine.

• An irredentist Iran has already cultivated an extensive and 
sophisticated Middle East military and terrorist network, 
covering or even dominating Gaza, Iraq, Lebanon, and Syria. 
Tehran is also committed to developing nuclear weapons and 
the ballistic missiles to deliver them against its designated 
enemies, chief among them “little Satan” (Israel) and “great 
Satan” (the United States).

• North Korea, the tiny country with the world’s fourth- 
largest standing army,30 is now a declared nuclear weapons 
state, has tested long-range missiles that can reach the conti-
nental United States, and is perfecting shorter-range rockets 
that could be used for conducting nuclear war against neigh-
boring South Korea, a state it has long been doctrinally dedi-
cated to eradicating.31

• More portentous than any other emerging threat is the rise 
of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) and the totalitarian 
Chinese Communist Party (CCP) that commands it. With 
four decades of remarkably rapid transformation, the PRC 
has emerged as the world’s second-largest economy, the top 
trade partner for most countries, and a global leader in sci-
entific and technological innovation. Its conventional and 
strategic forces have also rapidly modernized and continue 
to grow in scale and capability. The CCP is expressly hostile 
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to the United States and US interests, and it is increasingly 
confident in its expressions of this hostility. Taiwan is the 
most imminent but not the only potential flash point for 
direct Sino-US confrontation. And unlike the Soviet Union 
in the Cold War era, the PRC is deeply integrated into the 
economies of the United States and all its allies, afford-
ing the CCP opportunities for domestic political leverage 
against its adversaries that the Soviet Union never enjoyed.

• Finally, these four avowedly hostile actors—Beijing, Mos-
cow, Pyongyang, and Tehran—are increasingly operating 
in concert. In 2022, Russia and China released a joint “no 
limits” declaration of their new partnership, just weeks 
before Putin’s decision to invade Ukraine.32 North Korean 
leadership has backed the Russian occupation of Ukrainian 
territories at the United Nations and contracted to supply 
ammunition to the Russian army, with Kim Jong Un pub-
licly toasting Putin to wish for Russian victory in Ukraine.33 
Tehran is also supplying drones and possibly other mili-
tary matériel to Russia for its war in Ukraine.34 Iran relies 
on support from China, North Korea, and Russia not only 
diplomatically but also in its weapons of mass destruction 
development program. And in the wake of the October 7, 
2023, pogrom in Israel by Hamas terrorists—Iranian proxy 
forces—these states revealed something like a four-way 
diplomatic coordination in defense of the indefensible that 
may be just a foretaste of what lies ahead internationally. 

No NATO-style document (or doctrine) formalizes the coor-
dination or reciprocal obligations and expectations of these four 
states. As historian Hal Brands observes, theirs is a much looser 
and more opportunistic “adversary alignment.” Even so, Brands 
cautions, 

If an alliance is a group of states that cooperates to achieve shared 
objectives, then relations among America’s adversaries already 
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have alliance-like qualities and generate important, alliance-like 
effects. . . . Relationships that don’t look like U.S. alliances can still 
magnify dangerous threats.35 (Emphasis in original.)

A Scoop Jacksonian Approach to Today’s World

Although our post–Cold War security landscape is increasingly 
complex—and strikingly different from the international envi-
ronment with which Scoop Jackson contended—Scoop’s “old- 
fashioned” approach nonetheless lends itself to application in 
today’s world. 

Now, just as 40 years ago, the fault lines in geopolitics sepa-
rate the powers that respect and promote personal freedoms and 
human rights from those opposed to them in principle. More than 
that, to make the world safe for themselves, states like the Demo-
cratic People’s Republic of Korea, the Islamic Republic of Iran, the 
PRC, and the Russian Federation must suppress human rights—
not only at home but overseas as well. 

We are not talking about classic great-power rivalry in our con-
tests with these states. An analysis that overlooks the intrinsically 
ideological character of the struggle between the US-led order 
and those states attempting to overturn it misses the essence of 
geopolitical conflict today, wherein regime type and regime nature 
play powerful predictive roles.  

For these reasons, national security and human rights were 
inseparable concerns for Jackson back in the era of détente. And 
to the Jacksonian eye, mistaken approaches to the human rights 
question from US foreign policy in the 1970s still have their advo-
cates in Washington and the academy, half a century later. 

On one side is the new generation of “realists,” who regard 
small, endangered democracies like Taiwan and Israel—and now 
Ukraine too—as inconvenient and costly claimants on Amer-
ican power. Some of these realists go even further, arguing that 
the United States’ entire system of military alliances constitutes 
a disadvantageous encumbrance for US national interests. Scoop 
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Jacksonians would hold that such “realists” are the ones being 
unrealistic, that the world and democracy are both safer thanks to 
the “force multipliers” incumbent in the US international security 
architecture, and that abandoning democratic friends overseas 
would have incalculable adverse implications for our country’s 
security.

On the other side are the descendants of the confused and 
superficial Carter-era approach to human rights, legatees whose 
contingents are represented in force at the moment in the 
Biden administration. The unwitting narcissism at the heart of 
human rights policy for the Carter administration was in taking a 
1970s-style New Left critique of American society and projecting 
it internationally, with domestic arguments morphing into State 
Department démarches to allies and aid recipients on the receiv-
ing end. 

Today’s human rights narcissists, for their part, strive to impose 
their position on internal US debates about sexual identity and 
personal autonomy onto a global “human rights” canvas. This 
performative, self-referential miscasting of international human 
rights campaigning was exquisitely illustrated by the Biden 
administration’s insistence on flying the rainbow flag over the 
soon-to-be-doomed US embassy in Kabul—virtue signaling pan-
tomime, pitched toward a presumptive domestic constituency, 
unintentionally prefiguring the calamity of the Taliban takeover 
in Afghanistan. 

A Scoop Jacksonian no doubt would be mindful of the unin-
tended consequences of domestic “therapy” masquerading as 
international human rights policy—and (I suspect) would cleave 
rather closer to fundamentals laid out in such foundational docu-
ments as the US Constitution and the UN Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights.36

The Scoop Jacksonian begins by observing that the greatest 
force for human rights in the contemporary world is American 
power, especially when that power is harnessed to support the 
Pax Americana—the postwar architecture of trade, finance, 
and military and security arrangements that the United States 
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maintains with friendly nations and treaty allies. As the sway of 
the United States and its friends and allies waxes, the fortunes and 
prospects improve for the little people all around the world—the 
individuals who aggregate into “global humanity.” The reverse is 
true for setbacks to the Pax Americana, since this almost always 
means a decline in rule of law, individual protections, and gov-
ernmental accountability for populations in the regions affected. 
The ghastly fate that befell the people of Afghanistan after the 
Biden administration’s impulsive 2021 pullout is only the latest 
reminder of that truth. 

To be sure, the international network of human rights non-
governmental organizations, journalists, activists, lawyers, and 
jurists all have their honored place in advancing that cause across 
the world. But most of this work today is only possible because of 
the space that US power has opened for it via the Pax Americana, 
whose direct and indirect contributions to that cause are of an 
entirely different scale.

For the Scoop Jacksonian, therefore, the first task at hand for 
national security and human rights would be attending to the Pax 
Americana—repairing current cracks and strengthening founda-
tions. This would entail recommitment to expanding free trade 
and finance with the West, attention to existing US defense alli-
ances, and patient attention to the potentialities for cultivating 
new security friendships with countries not currently in the US 
treaty system—states in Southeast Asia, South Asia, and elsewhere.

Attending to the Pax Americana would also demand a focus 
on US power. US defense capabilities relaxed in the wake of the 
Soviet collapse. Natural enough—this was the “peace dividend” at 
the end of the Cold War. But times have changed, and our defense 
measures have not kept up with new global realities and threats. 

A postwar US military force once structured to fight and win 
two major wars at once has been shrunk for budgetary expedience. 
The conceit among military planners today is that the United 
States could prevail against two major adversaries by winning 
against one of them first, then training all its resources on the sec-
ond. This fanciful “win-hold-win” concept may look good to whiz 
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kids with whiteboards, but it does not take all that much imagina-
tion to see what could go wrong with it in practice. 

At 3.6 percent of gross domestic product (GDP),37 the US 
defense burden is currently at its lowest level since before the 
attack on Pearl Harbor.38 That budget, furthermore, is larded with 
social and other spending that does nothing for actual defense 
capabilities. By one estimate, such falsely labeled defense spend-
ing amounted to over $100 billion in fiscal year 2023 alone, nearly 
a seventh of our overall military allocation in that fiscal year.39 

At the same time, public finances look to be out of control. 
In fiscal year 2023—a post-pandemic peacetime year when the 
economy was not in recession—the federal deficit approached  
$2 trillion, well over 6 percent of GDP.40 Chronic borrowing has 
put America on a path toward ever more government indebted-
ness; the Congressional Budget Office now reports that by its lat-
est projections, even in the absence of any future international 
emergency, the US ratio of public debt to GDP will exceed the 
peak levels from World War II within the next decade.41

The underfunded military and the incontinent federal budget 
are two sides of the same coin—reflecting a deep current aver-
sion to discipline and sacrifice in public priorities. These “chosen 
flaws” require an urgent and deliberate course correction before 
the force of events imposes its own unforgiving variant. 

At the end of the day, budgetary discipline is not only a national 
security issue but an international human rights issue. It is incum-
bent on American leaders to make this case to the public. The moral 
case, not just the practical one, will aid in the persuading. For a 
free people whose leaders require the consent of the governed for 
their statecraft, foreign policy is inseparable from morality. 

The same can be said about the continuing spectacle on the 
US southern border, where the American government has, for the 
past three years, effectively ceded control of its own territory to 
waves of illegal entrants flagrantly violating America’s immigra-
tion laws. Untold millions of illegal aliens have “jumped the line” 
ahead of law-abiding foreign applicants for entrance to America. 
With a largely open southern border, people from all over the 
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world—including Africa, Asia, and the Middle East—are gaming 
the system to enter the US illegally. 

The number of terrorists and enemy agents in this influx 
remains unknown, but some have already been detected.42 The 
open border has facilitated the poisoning of America with fentanyl 
and other deadly drugs pushed by Mexican narco-cartels, who are 
gaining footholds in our country. Refusing to address this problem 
sends a message to our citizens—and those abroad who wish us 
harm—that our country is not serious about protecting itself and, 
perhaps, others we have promised to assist as well. This derelic-
tion of government duty is both a security problem and a moral 
problem, and most ordinary Americans recognize it as such. 

Securing its own borders is something a serious government 
does, as a first order of business. There is no reason our gov-
ernment should not be able to secure its borders and deal with 
other international commitments at the same time. America did 
so during the Cold War—when national per capita wealth was 
only a fraction of what it is today. We could do so today as well, 
and in short order, if elected leaders in Washington took their 
basic responsibilities seriously. By abrogating these, our govern-
ment has not only created a needless crisis at the border; it has 
broadcast a dangerous message about the current caliber of US 
leadership—one that all but invites additional challenges from 
hostile forces abroad.

A foreign policy that does not pass the electorate’s moral  
“smell test” will be ultimately unsustainable. This is another link 
between human rights and US power, as Jacksonians would be 
the first to point out. Washington can amplify its moral power by 
claiming the high ground that rightly belongs to the United States 
and its allies at international organizations—first and foremost 
the United Nations, where our inattention has quite predictably 
occasioned the ugly rise of noxious politics and ideologies. 

The UN Human Rights Council (UNHCR) seats as its arbiters 
some of the world’s worst violators—China and Cuba among 
them.43 (Unbelievable as this may sound, UNHCR actually allowed 
Iran to chair its deliberations in Geneva in November 2023.)44 In 
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the UN General Assembly, the secretary-general all but blamed 
Israel—yes, Israel—for the mass murder of Jews that Hamas ter-
rorists perpetrated within Israel in October 2023.45 Jews somehow 
always seem to be the canary in the coal mine in the international 
war against human rights, and the United States is once again in 
hostile territory at the UN when it comes to human rights, as it 
was back in the 1970s at the time of the UN General Assembly’s 
infamous “Zionism is racism” declaration.46 Cleaning the UN sta-
ble will take work, but it should be worth the effort.

Assessing the Cases of China, Iran, North Korea,  
and Russia

A revitalized US policy, informed by the nature of regime type that 
lies at the heart of hostility to the Western order, could likewise 
marry power with principle in pushing back against China, Iran, 
North Korea, and Russia, the world’s new dictatorial “gang of four.” 
The Scoop Jacksonian perspective is not only relevant here today; 
it provides some welcome clarification to current thinking about 
how to deal with this gang. Let us consider each case separately. 

North Korea. Colleagues from the US Committee for Human 
Rights in North Korea and I have already sketched the outlines 
of a strategy for addressing the North Korean nuclear problem 
that would depart from the past three decades of failed counter- 
proliferation efforts, placing human rights squarely at the forefront 
of the project to reduce the threat from Pyongyang.47 

Despite their differences, previous US approaches have com-
monly sought to negotiate a denuclearization with the Kim fam-
ily regime. This is Waiting for Godot statecraft. The Kim family 
regime will never voluntarily relinquish its nuclear option, given 
its crucial role for Pyongyang’s strategy. The United States’  
negotiation-oriented denuclearization policies have always side-
lined human rights, since Pyongyang will never come to talks 
while that issue is on the table. 
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As we argued in this rethinking of North Korea counter- 
proliferation,

The Kim regime’s greatest vulnerability is from within, from the 
alienation of its own people who suffer under totalitarian repres-
sion. While insisting on complete and verifiable denuclearization, 
the foundation of U.S. strategy should be a human rights upfront 
approach, a comprehensive information and influence campaign, 
and the advancement of the strategic aim of a free and unified 
Korea.48

North Korea is a small and impoverished state. Its outsized 
influence on international security is not a natural feature of the 
world system but a flaw in it—a defect that exists largely due to 
our own failed policies. Better statecraft can progressively reduce 
the North Korean threat.

Iran. Regime-type diagnosis might likewise help prescribe more 
successful policies for confronting the imam’s terrorist dictator-
ship. These would begin by recognizing the futility of attempting to 
appease an unappeasable government. Appeasement policies can 
work, and have worked in the past,49 but only when the grievance in 
question is specific, limited, and resolvable. Tehran is a revisionist 
state committed to destroying Israel, subjecting the Middle East 
to greater Persian domination, and conducting unending jihad  
against the “great Satan” in Washington. 

Saying no to appeasement for Tehran means ending, once and 
for all, international diplomatic negotiations to slow the march of 
Iranian weapons of mass destruction programs in exchange for 
tens of billions of dollars in unfrozen international cash. There are 
better ways to disrupt or derail Iran’s homework projects in death 
sciences. And squeezing Iran’s economy harshly and unrelentingly 
will dry up the Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps’s military 
resources too. 

Tehran is the world’s most heinous state sponsor of terror-
ism; its leadership needs to learn firsthand about retribution for 
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crimes against humanity. And Western power is capable of ampu-
tating Iran’s overseas terror proxies, one after the next. Why wait? 
In the bargain, the destruction of Iran’s terror phalanges will also 
mean the rescue of captive local populations, who have unwill-
ingly served as the monsters’ human shields.

Recognizing and leveraging the Iranian dictatorship’s domes-
tic vulnerabilities is a human rights project long overdue and a 
national security opportunity for the world’s democracies. Irani-
ans do not love the corrupt and unaccountable tyrants who pre-
side over them. Mass protests against the regime have erupted 
repeatedly, and they have been repeatedly suppressed by brutal 
force. 

Demographic data reveal that Iran is an urbanized, mass- 
education country with markedly sub-replacement fertility.50 
(Childbearing levels in Tehran, for example, appear to be compa-
rable to those in Zurich.)51 Further, the Iranian clerisy is decrying 
steep declines in religious attendance; reportedly, two-thirds of 
the country’s mosques have been closed.52 By such soundings, a 
largely secular society may already exist in Iran today, suffering 
beneath the grip of an Islamic dictatorship. These unhappy sub-
jects need to know that time is not on the mullahs’ side.

Russia. Russia’s case demonstrates, as if more proof were needed, 
that repression at home and aggression abroad are two sides of the 
same coin for a would-be great power. The saga of the strangling 
of Russia’s nascent democracy in the post–Cold War era is also the 
tale of the Kremlin’s increasingly bold attacks on its neighbors and 
its ever more programmatic hostility to the West.

Russia’s descent into menacing dictatorship took place grad-
ually, over two decades. We are where we are today because of 
almost a generation of weakness and appeasement in the West’s 
Russia policy. None of that would have surprised Sen. Jackson.  
We cannot turn back the hands of time, but the Western alliance 
can tilt what the Soviets used to call “the correlation of forces” 
against the Kremlin more sharply through concerted and stead-
fast action. 
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The first and foremost order of business in that regard must 
be the defense of Ukraine against Russia’s invasion. Ukraine has 
fought bravely and well. Fortified with Western armaments and 
training, the Ukrainian defenders have inflicted heavy casualties 
on Russian forces. By some estimates, up to half the Russian army 
may already have been chewed up in the fighting.53 Were he here 
today, Scoop Jackson would surely be telling Americans that sup-
plying Ukraine with the weapons and matériel it needs to defend 
itself—for as long as it needs them—is a moral and strategic 
no-brainer. 

Yet the current impasse over authorizing additional defense 
assistance for Ukraine is emblematic of the unseriousness of 
policymakers in Washington. A serious commander in chief 
would surely want to aid Ukraine and secure America’s southern  
border—and a loyal opposition worth its name in Congress would 
surely have an interest in facilitating both objectives. It speaks to 
the pettiness and lack of vision in Washington today that a bick-
ering officialdom is somehow managing to accomplish neither of 
these goals.

But Scoop Jacksonians would want more than stalemate in 
Ukraine or a war of attrition bleeding both sides. A full victory for 
Ukraine would include recovery of Crimea, annexed by Putin’s 
Russia in 2014. If US and Western aid can help Ukrainians reclaim 
their own country, the message for all the world’s tyrants would 
be clear.

The reverberations for Russia’s tyranny would be profound. In 
the words of the late Zbigniew Brzezinski, “It cannot be stressed 
enough that without Ukraine, Russia ceases to be an empire, but 
with Ukraine suborned and then subordinated, Russia automati-
cally becomes an empire.”54 

The struggle for Ukrainian victory may prove to be a long game. 
But the United States and its allies could embrace one immediate 
measure that would serve strategic and human rights objectives 
simultaneously in Russia policy. That would be a new round of 
Jackson-Vanik legislation, this time aimed at facilitating the out-
flow of Russia’s skilled professionals. 
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The United States and other Western countries should want 
to welcome disaffected young Russian talent to our shores. These 
men and women, most of whom already speak English, will make 
fine citizens in their new homelands. As I have argued elsewhere, 
abetting the exodus of Russian intellectuals and technicians will 
spare them from the repression that may lie ahead in Russia, 
vitalize the economies of the United States and other countries 
accepting them, and sap the Kremlin’s power by weakening Rus-
sia’s scientific-military base.55 

China. The PRC and the CCP pose the most formidable security 
and human rights challenges to Pax Americana today—and the 
most difficult challenges for those of a modern American sensibil-
ity to assess analytically. This is because the West’s open societies 
find it hard to comprehend how an absolutist government can be 
comfortable encouraging, and drawing on, the creative powers that 
the market can unleash. 

Our mental coordinates about the mismatch between total-
itarianism and market economies have been forged by the mis-
begotten performance of the Soviet Union and other Soviet-type 
economies during the 20th century. Their systematic economic 
failures led Westerners to conclude that Marxist-Leninist polities 
and other totalitarian dictatorships must fail economically too. 

But China has long historical experience with grafting despotic 
governance onto flourishing market systems. In the thousands of 
years since the creation of the unified imperial state under the Qin 
dynasty, enlightened governance in China has waxed and waned. 
For many of those centuries, ruthlessly ambitious imperial politi-
cal controls have coexisted with vibrant markets in China. There is 
“memory plastic” in the Chinese tradition that permits the total-
itarian impulses of the CCP and the uncontrolled, seemingly cha-
otic creative destruction of the economic development process to 
interact in a way that has made both the economy and the dicta-
torship vastly stronger since Scoop Jackson’s death. 

The paradoxes of China’s “totalitarianism with capitalist char-
acteristics” expose the United States and the West to some new 
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and unfamiliar threats. Not only do PRC and CCP power put 
Western security at risk; they also create risks for Western free-
doms that were unknown during the Cold War contest against 
the Soviet empire. These are threats from within, due to China’s 
newfound capacities to interfere in the domestic politics of open 
societies and influence outcomes in international institutions the 
United States helped establish in the postwar era. 

Over the past four decades, the Chinese economy has become 
deeply integrated into the world economy—not just the US 
economy but every other major Western economy too. The PRC 
likewise has a place at the table nowadays—often a highly influ-
ential one—in the organs of the United Nations and other instru-
ments of global governance. None of this is accidental; rather, 
it is a consequence of deliberate, bipartisan, and long-standing  
US policy. 

In the late 1970s and early 1980s, Washington bet that facili-
tating China’s reentrance into the world economy would serve 
US interests.56 That bet resulted in many important global ben-
efits, including growth stimulation, inflation control, and poverty 
reduction. But an unintended consequence of expanded eco-
nomic contact with the PRC was the creation of an archipelago 
of domestic constituency groups with their own financial reasons 
to carry water for Beijing at home. Epitomizing the problem is the 
NBA’s servile self-censorship on Taiwan, China, and other mat-
ters that might displease the CCP, in order to preserve access to  
China’s huge entertainment market. So too does Wall Street’s 
recent unseemly clamor to jockey for position in Hong Kong’s 
financial market, even though the CCP has been systematically 
extinguishing personal freedoms in that territory.57 

Suffice to say that nothing like this took place during the Cold 
War, because the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) 
lacked comparable trade and finance ties to manipulate. Further, 
the CCP penetrates and harms US society in ways Soviet leaders 
could only have dreamed of—relying on American consumers 
themselves to do the damage, whether via the poison of fentanyl 
or the poisonous propaganda trafficked on TikTok.58 
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There is also the hardly trivial matter of the CCP’s growing post–
Cold War influence in institutions of global governance. The cata-
strophic global COVID-19 pandemic was made incalculably worse 
by the actions—and inactions—of the World Health Organization 
(WHO) under the leadership of a director general whose candidacy 
had been championed by the PRC. In the crucial early weeks and 
months of the pandemic, China’s man at the WHO and his top team 
downplayed both the significance of the contagion and the Chinese 
government’s responsibility for its spread. Later, the WHO leader-
ship even assisted the PRC in corrupting international medical and 
scientific investigations into the origins of that Wuhan virus. 

With help from collaborators in the UN family of organizations, 
the CCP has thus far managed to escape almost completely from 
any substantive accountability for the toxic behavior that need-
lessly cost so many lives around the world. Suffice to say, here 
again, that it would have been inconceivable during the Cold War 
for the CPSU to capture and pervert the workings of an agency of 
global governance to its own advantage in such a manner.  

Today—well into the fifth decade of normalization of US-PRC 
diplomatic ties and over 40 years since the bipartisan consen-
sus to encourage the PRC’s integration into both the US econ-
omy and global governance institutions—American statecraft 
still lacks the language for describing, much less the conceptual 
framework for understanding, the new threats to security and 
freedom posed by China’s “market totalitarianism.”59 We do 
not yet have a latter-day George Kennan or Paul Nitze to help 
us think through the ways the United States can protect itself 
against PRC efforts to influence the Pax Americana from within 
without sacrificing all the economic benefits that trade and 
investment with China have also created. 

Even if the Chinese economy continues to slow and calcify 
under Xi Jinping’s studiously repressive leadership, the scope 
and scale of PRC commercial and financial interactions with the 
United States and the West promise to expose open societies to 
domestic risks from the CCP that they never had to contend with 
from the CPSU during the Cold War era.
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Notwithstanding the important aforementioned lacuna, most 
requirements of a national security and human rights policy for 
China in our time would probably look highly familiar to Scoop  
Jackson: credible defense, strong alliances with partners and friends 
in both the region and the world, and assiduous and intelligent 
counterpunching against CCP propaganda everywhere necessary. 

Unwavering systematic crackdowns on the PRC’s ongoing 
intellectual-property crime spree and China’s worldwide indus-
trial espionage network would also figure here. So, too, echoing 
the Cold War restrictions on technology transfers to Communist 
countries, would a discriminate policy of research-and-technology 
denial to the PRC so as to thwart the CCP’s race to dominance in 
emerging fields of strategic significance. 

But US efforts to reduce the global threats from China will 
lack a North Star if they are not guided by the understanding that 
the true menace in Chinese power today lies in the regime’s com-
mitment to denial of human rights, both at home and abroad. 
That insight would have been obvious to Scoop Jackson, yet it 
manages to elude some current foreign policy sophisticates and 
national security realists. Making the world safe for the CCP is 
a tall order. But if you understand that, you also know why the 
regime’s military buildup abroad is mirrored by the development 
of an exquisitely intrusive surveillance state at home and why 
the very existence of a proud Uyghur minority in the PRC’s west-
ern hinterlands and a free Taiwanese population just off China’s 
shores are regarded as intolerable provocations by Beijing.

Tiny as it is in relation to the mainland, the Republic of China 
may actually pose a mortal threat to the PRC because it is the exis-
tence proof that Chinese civilization can not only support an open 
society with limited government and constitutional democracy 
but positively flourish with such freedom. Will the Taiwan exam-
ple be remembered as a curious aberration in Chinese history or as 
the herald for its great future? Scoop Jackson’s preference would 
have been unambiguous, and so should Washington’s today. Free-
dom and democracy for China may be a distant objective. But 
Scoop Jackson had no problem with playing the long game.
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Conclusion

Scoop Jackson’s perspectives on foreign policy do not provide 
us with a Rosetta stone for all the challenges currently facing the 
United States. That would be too much to ask of any past leader, 
no matter how towering in his own time. Some features of our 
current global order are quite new, still unfamiliar to those of us 
who must contend with them here and now. The complex ques-
tion of how to deal with extensive economic integration with an 
unfriendly state—our present conundrum with the PRC—is a mat-
ter for which Jackson’s legacy offers few, if any, clues. This complex 
puzzle we will have to sort out for ourselves, without his guidance. 
It may not be the only one.

In a number of significant respects, though, the past may be 
prologue for current international questions and dilemmas. This 
report has argued that Americans today still have much to learn 
from Scoop Jackson’s perspectives. Some of his answers to big 
questions in US foreign policy seem as fresh and powerful now 
as they were in his lifetime. More perhaps than anything else, he 
would tell Americans that US power and principle are indissolubly 
fused and that national security and human rights in an effective 
US foreign policy are not an either-or proposition. This lesson, 
now largely forgotten, is one that an unserious superpower could 
stand to relearn—both for America’s benefit and for the world’s.
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Notes

 1. This report is adapted and extended from a treatment originally 
prepared for the National Bureau of Asian Research in memory of  
Sen. Henry M. Jackson (D-WA) on the 40th anniversary of his untimely 
death. 
 2. George F. Kennan’s landmark 1946 cable to the State Department 
from the US embassy in Moscow on the ideology and thought animating 
Josef Stalin’s Kremlin is now known as the “Long Telegram.” In 1947, it 
was adapted into the seminal Foreign Affairs essay, “Sources of Soviet Con-
duct.” From the telegram, see George Kennan, telegram to US Depart-
ment of State, February 22, 1946, https://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/
document/george-kennans-long-telegram. For the famous “Mister X” 
essay, see George F. Kennan, “The Sources of Soviet Conduct,” Foreign 
Affairs, July 1, 1947, https://www.foreignaffairs.com/russian-federation/
george-kennan-sources-soviet-conduct.
 3.  NSC-68 (National Security Council Paper 68), produced in early 
1950 under Paul Nitze, then director of policy planning at the Department 
of State, lays out the strategy of “containment” that guided American for-
eign and security policy over the Cold War era. See US Department of 
State, Office of the Historian, “NSC-68, 1950,” https://history.state.gov/
milestones/1945-1952/NSC68.
 4. Beijing’s post-1972 alignment with the US after Richard Nixon 
went to China attested to Beijing’s weakness and fear of Moscow—not to 
strength. In 1984, the year of Sen. Jackson’s death, China’s global export 
totals were comparable to Iran’s or Norway’s. The Netherlands was export-
ing over three times as much as China. But China was also the world’s 
most populous country back then. The contrast is a profile in economic 
backwardness. See World Bank, World Development Indicators, https:// 
databank.worldbank.org/reports.aspx?source=world-development- 
indicators.
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 5. Quite the contrary, as polymath futurist Herman Kahn famously 
argued in the early 1960s, thinking through the threats and risks from 
a possible nuclear confrontation would actually lessen the likelihood 
atomic weapons would ever be used. His book-length essay on “thinking 
about the unthinkable” appeared months before the Cuban missile crisis. 
See Herman Kahn, Thinking About the Unthinkable (New York: Horizon 
Press, 1962). 
 6. See Kate Bachelder Odell, “What Time Is It at the Heritage Founda-
tion?,” Wall Street Journal, October 5, 2023, https://www.wsj.com/articles/
what-time-is-it-at-the-heritage-foundation-regan-war-ukraine-military-
funding-taiwan-invasion-9a3f8ece.
 7. US Census Bureau, “National Population by Characteristics:  
2020–2022,” December 18, 2023, https://www.census.gov/data/tables/
time-series/demo/popest/2020s-national-detail.html. 
 8. A personal note may be in order here. Though I did not know Sen. 
Jackson personally, my exegesis on his approach to foreign policy is not 
based on book learning alone. As a young man, I knew Jackson’s friend 
and ally Sen. Daniel P. “Pat” Moynihan (D-OK), whose thinking on inter-
national issues aligned closely with Jackson’s. Further, as a scholar at the 
American Enterprise Institute in the 1980s and 1990s, I had the privilege 
of working among quite a few of Sen. Jackson’s comrades in arms, includ-
ing Jeane Kirkpatrick, Joshua Muravchik, Michael Novak, Richard Perle, 
and Ben Wattenberg. I also came to know others among his supporters and 
admirers through friendships forged at neoconservative strongholds such 
as Commentary magazine and the storied Committee for the Free World 
(1981–91). Though I had no direct contact with Jackson, I was able to par-
take of some of what we might call the “atmosphere” that surrounded him.
 9. Joshua Muravchik, “‘Scoop’ Jackson at One Hundred,” Commen-
tary, July–August 2012, https://www.commentary.org/articles/joshua- 
muravchik/scoop-jackson-at-one-hundred.
 10. During the Cold War, not all neoconservatives were human rights 
proponents—or even supporters of America’s Cold War security alli-
ances. Irving Kristol, often described as the godfather of neoconservatism, 
remained skeptical, even mistrustful, of the concept of human rights and 
used the term with quotes around it when he wrote of it. Kristol likewise 
remained wary of NATO and other US postwar military alliances, fearing 
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